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Elisabeth said...
My husband and I were on the fence about whether or not we needed dance
lessons and as we were debating, I saw a posting on our neighborhood
website for Beginning Ballroom. We decided to give dancing (and dance
lessons) a whirl. We signed up for their Wedding Wednesday package and
took 4-5 group lessons leading up to our big day. I found the lessons
incredibly helpful and my husband and I both really enjoyed learning and
dancing together (which he was surprised by). I know guests at our wedding
were impressed with our seamless looking dancing and "moves" and it is one
of the most memorable parts of our wedding. I'd highly recommend Beginning
Ballroom for dance lessons, especially if they're offering a Wedding
Wednesday package!
Wedding: 12/05/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/18/2015
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User3929996 said...
My husband and I took lessons with Lee and Christine to prepare for our first
dance at our wedding. We didn’t have a particular song in mind, so Lee made
some great suggestions for us to choose from. Lee was upfront with us about
what was achievable given the time and number of lessons we had, and we
were very pleased with the result. During lessons, Lee made sure we both
really understood our roles in each step that we learned, and we were able to
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call him for help when we got confused practicing at home. Lee is pretty
chatty, so he would be talking throughout the lesson, which really helped us
learn to dance with distractions going on around us.
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/14/2015
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Amy said...
We were so happy that we decided to take dance lessons for our wedding
with Lee! He was extremely accommodating to our schedule and always
willing to answer questions-even via text before our wedding. Not only did we
have a great time learning, but we now have a wonderful memory of our first
dance. Would absolutely recommend his dance lessons!
Wedding: 10/11/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/27/2015
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User6585107 said...
After a harrowing experience being forced to dance for my in-laws, lessons for
our first dance were a must. And Lee was just what we needed. We met
multiple times for a very reasonable price. Lee had never heard our song
before, but listened to it and found the perfect step for it. He walked us
through the steps thoughtfully and was always friendly and talkative to help
put us at ease. We especially appreciated his guidance for the all-important
dip. Lee's teaching put us in a perfect spot for a great photo! His in-home
studio is spacious and easy to maneuver, but does sometimes have an
unpleasant cat odor. Lee, thank you so much for your great teaching and for
your kindness!
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 04/11/2016
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JEFF said...
My wife and I signed up for a 10 week group wedding dance special. Lee and
Christine were patient and taught us at our speed .After 60 years of avoiding
the dance floor I was given the confidence to dance with my daughter at her
wedding and it was great !!
Wedding: 09/05/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/28/2015
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Denise said...
Lee and Christine are amazing dance instructors. Having never taken dance
lessons, I was able to dance with confidence at my daughters wedding. This
was with just 10 weeks of lesson. The group wedding package was a great
deal. My husband and I plan on taking more lessons after the 1st of the year.
They made it so much fun we invited them to the wedding.
Wedding: 09/05/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/28/2015
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User6122125 said...
Going to Beginning Ballroom was a great experience.Lee and Christine
created a warm and welcome environment while making the dance lessons
entertaining I really enjoyed the classes. I learned so much in a short amount
of time. They were very flexible with my schedual, after starting lessons I
injured my ankle and they were still able to work with me.My wedding day was
beautiful and thanks to Begining Ballroom our first dance was amazing
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/31/2015
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Abigail said...
My wife and I took lessons with Beginning Ballroom and had a lovely first
dance at our wedding as a result. I would highly recommend them.
Wedding: 08/21/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/24/2015
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User6075256 said...
We had a great time with Lee and Christine during our wedding lessons, and
continued to take classes with them after the wedding. We are very satisfied
with their professional instructions and flexible schedules. Lee instructed most
of our lessons, with helps from Christine from time to time. He was very
realistic and honest in letting us know what to, and more importantly what not
to expect from the limited number of lessons we took for our first dance. We
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started with no ballroom dancing experience, but during the 17 1-hour
lessons, Lee got us well prepared for the first dance (waltz), and also was
able to cover a few other dances like foxtrot, swing and rumba to get us
through the night. The private lessons are also good for getting undivided
attention from Lee, so that we can get more details worked out. Lee also
made sure we are ready to dance in front of a room full of people, by
intentionally distract us while we were dancing, which we found very helpful!
We are glad that Lee and Christine introduced us to ballroom dancing, and
looking forward to taking future lessons with them.
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/21/2015
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User6117170 said...
My husband and I had a great time taking lessons with Lee in the months
leading up to our June 2015 wedding. Not only was Lee super responsive, but
also very accommodating with our crazy hectic schedules. I loved how we
were taught a variety of moves, so while our first dance was not
choreographed, it flowed effortlessly. Our wedding guests raved about our first
dance. Reflecting on everything we did to prepare for the wedding, taking
dancing lessons was one of the most relaxing and fun preparations we did. I
would highly recommend Lee and Christine to other wedding couples, in
addition to people looking to learn how to dance. Thank you, Lee! Blayne and
Liz
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/31/2015
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jessie said...
I HIGHLY recommend Beginning Ballroom. My (now) husband and I started
casually attending classes as a Valentines gift. Learning to dance was always
on my list of ‘to dos’. Lee’s dance style is fun, fresh and informative. We
turned these nights into our weekly date night. We would follow up a class by
going to dinner and trying to find somewhere else to go out dancing. This
gave us something interesting to talk about throughout the whole week, and I
would find we often would stop even for just a few minutes during the day to
“play around” and practice some of our moves even at home. Lee
incorporates classic moves and basic steps not only with the traditional types
of music that you would hear at a wedding, but also modern music you could
hear at any music festival, bar or cruise. I have found my husband and I
always enjoy weddings and events more now as we both have the confidence
to get out on the dance floor and practice our moves again. In addition to the
weekly classes, Lee and his wife helped my husband and I have an
unforgettable first dance. We picked the song, and then we practiced using
our basic steps from class, with only a few “special” moves that Lee taught us
to spice up the dance. This left our first dance as being very personal, and not
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pre-choreographed but still something to be proud of. I could enjoy the
moment, as opposed to being nervous about people watching me do
something I had never practiced before.
Wedding: 05/29/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 08/30/2016
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Marissa said...
I tried to give them 5 stars because they were awesome. They helped make
my wedding day perfect. My daddy daughter dance turned out wonderful
Wedding: 05/25/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/22/2015
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User6086532 said...
So flexible. Even did Skype lessons with us when we had to change our
venue last minute and couldn't attend the scheduled lesson. Amazing couple!
Wedding: 2+ years ago
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/24/2015
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Bill said...
I'm a 44 year old man who never danced a day in his life. furthermore i have
less rhythm than a metronome that has been crushed by Linda Hamilton
(yeah i made a Terminator reference on a wedding review site, what of it?) In
any case, Lee had around 6 months to get me ready Rocky style (he even
dressed like Burgess Meredeth and had me chase chickens...he never did
say how that related to dancing.) I'M KIDDING!!!! However to keep with the
movie theme of this review, if there had been a montage of our sessions, you
would have seen the gradual progression of someone who was VERY
uncomfortable dancing to someone who was able to waltz, rumba and swing
dance at his wedding. i will forever be grateful to Beginning Ballroom Dancing.
BTW, we still take classes, going to learn salsa dancing soon.
Wedding: 02/21/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/30/2015
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aida said...
My husband and I decided to take dance lessons for our wedding. My
husband was very self-conscious about dancing. Lee customized his teaching
methods to fit our learning process. He is knowledgeable, practical, and more
importantly, patient. It was great learning dance steps that my husband and I
will use for the rest of our lives. And we will go back to Lee for more lessons.
Wedding: 02/21/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/31/2015
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Chase said...
Lee was a pleasure to work with. He was very patient with us and went above
and beyond to make us feel great and LOOK great about our first dance. Lee
put in extra time with us and checked in with us in between our practices to
make sure we were still practicing on our own and not having any problems.
We walked out onto our dance floor for our first dance and we felt great and
confident with our perfamance!
Wedding: 02/07/2015
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 12/12/2015
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Maria said...
Beginning Ballroom (Lee and Christine) are wonderful. My husband and I
have been taking lessons with them for over three years and when we
decided to get married, they helped us with our first dance. They are
professional, patient, and flexible. The lessons are always fun and productive,
but not intimidating- they are great instructors!
Wedding: 08/23/2014
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 11/07/2014
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Angie said...
We used Beginning Ballroom for dance lessons for our first dance AND as
DJ/dance instructors at our wedding. My groom and I weren't sure how many
of our guests would dance if we had a traditional DJ and I thought having
ballroom dance instruction at our wedding would be a fun interactive way of
getting our guests to dance! Lee did a great job of mixing dance instruction
and deejaying. Our wedding guests was a mix of Korean and Irish, and Lee
did a great job of tailoring it so everyone had a great time!
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Wedding: 06/22/2014
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 06/28/2014
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Sara said...
Lee and Christine work dancing miracles. My only goal going into lessons was
to get my then fiancé to be comfortable enough to endure the entire first
dance without bolting off the floor with a panic attack. I didn’t care how we
looked, didn’t care what type of dance, just wanted her on the dance floor for
one whole song. That was as high as I could hope for before we started
lessons. On our wedding night, she not only enjoyed the full length of our
west coast swing dance, but got excited and would ask me to dance again
later when she heard songs that would work with it! I couldn’t be happier with
the outcome and I would definitely recommend the 10 week session, it’s worth
every penny. During the sessions Lee liked to hold lengthy conversations with
us while we were practicing, which drove me nuts at first. I learned he did it
because my fiancé would absentmindedly relax and do really well when she
felt like no one was really paying attention to the dancing. Best.Trick.Ever. It
also helped me deal with the distraction of guests talking all around us.
Whatever he says just go with it, he is dance yoda and there is always a
reason. They run the lessons out of their house, which comes with a few
small quirks like the occasional interruption by a small child. When this
happened Lee always made sure to let the lesson run over so we got the full
hour we paid for. In my opinion, the relaxed atmosphere, super flexible
schedule, on-call second teacher, and one on one attention is well worth
overlooking anything out of the ordinary. Also, they are super same-sex
friendly so if you are worried about that I promise it's a non issue. I would
definitely recommend doing the 10 week wedding package with Christine and
Lee. My wife and I are hoping to continue our lessons some time later this
year, hope you see you there!
Wedding: 06/01/2013
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 10/11/2014
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Tiffany said...
My husband and I did the wedding prep package. It was just what we needed
to help us feel confident on the dance floor. The classes weren't intimidating
at all. They were fun and Lee put us at ease. By the end of our lessons, we
had a working knowledge of enough steps to put together a dance without it
looking like routine.
Wedding: 05/11/2013
Services Used: Unique Services (Other)
Reviewed On: 03/20/2014
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